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Executive Summary
Overview
Auxiliary Members who are familiar with the customs, traditions and history of the Coast
Guard Auxiliary, understand our Missions and Programs, the organizational structure, the
policies and regulations that guide us, and understand the protocols and proper uniform
wear will be far better prepared to serve the Coast Guard than less knowledgeable
Members. All this information is contained in the 790 page Auxiliary Manual
(AUXMAN) located here:
http://www.uscg.mil/auxiliary/publications/auxman.pdf
It is this manual you would go to for specific information on virtually all aspects of the
Auxiliary. But, just as you wouldn’t read a dictionary to learn a language, you wouldn’t
read the AUXMAN to learn about the auxiliary. The BQC II is a method of getting the
basic information you need as an Auxiliarist that is easily reviewable, understandable,
and reasonable in complexity.
With this in mind, the BQC II has broken the AUXMAN into 7 independent modules
with each model related to one or two chapters of AUXMAN. They have been developed
to allow for self-paced study which will ensure that you have the necessary tools to
navigate your way through the core concepts of becoming a competent and valuable
member of the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary. The modules are numbered in the order that
most Auxiliarists will need the information although they can be taken in any order. At
the end of each module there is a 20 questions open book exam on the National Testing
Center (NTC) website. The results of each exam are stored in AUXDATA. Each module
should take on the order of 2 hours to complete.
Module Goals
The goals of the seven Module units are to provide you with a basic level of knowledge
upon which you can build your volunteer “career” in the Auxiliary and effectively work
with active duty members of the Coast Guard. Upon completion of all seven modules,
you will have a strong basis of knowledge about the key aspects of working with the
Coast Guard as an Auxiliarist. The modules include:
 Module 1 = CH1: U.S. Coast Guard Core Values, History, Purpose and
Administration of the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, CH2: Mission and Programs of
the USCG Auxiliary,
 Module 2 = CH 3: Membership Requirements, CH 4: Structure
 Module 3 = CH 8:Member Training and Qualifications, CH10: Uniforms and
their Proper Wear, Guide to Customs,
 Module 4 = CH 7: Personnel Management [Human Resources], CH 11:
Auxiliarist Recognition and Awards
 Module 5 = CH 5:Auxiliary Regulations and Policies
 Module 6 = CH 6:Support and Basic Materials, CH 9: Reimbursement
 Module 7 = CH 12: Courtesy, and Protocols for Auxiliary Units and Auxiliarists
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Modular Progress
Each module is a self-contained unit of study. The modules can be taken at any time and
may be completed out of sequential order. Upon completion of a module the relevant
assessment may be accessed at the National Test Center. Passing of this module is 90%.

Acknowledgement
The Basic Qualification Course II is a second generation of the original BQ Course. The
original course was largely developed in the H-DIR under the leadership of COMO
Robert Smekta DIR-H and Patrick Hickey DIR-Hd and then transferred for completion to
the Training Directorate. After feedback from 3 District Beta Sites, a second generation
course was created in the T-DIR under the leadership of Robert E. Holm, DIR-T and Jeff
Gilmore, DIR-Td. It was developed in the TD division under Dr. Clark Godshall, DVCTD and Michael Bick, BC-TDB. Other contributors include: Ralph Tomlinson, Jonathan
Ahlbrand DVC-TM, Gerlinde Higginbotham, DVC-TS, and Monica Jankowski, BATSD, The entire effort was within the FORCECOM group under the leadership of
COMO Dale Fajardo, ANACO-FC. We also recognize the contribution of Alex Porven,
DIR-CSF for the implementation of exams on the National Testing Center and Andrew
Welch DIR-S for the section on AUP.
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Shipmates,
The Coast Guard Auxiliary is proud to provide the seven Basic Qualification Course II
Modular units to our experienced members and new recruits. This program will help a
new generation of Auxiliarists prepare for service to our nation.
The Auxiliary Manual (COAUXMTINST M16790.1 series) remains the primary policy
guide for the administration and management of the Auxiliary. It outlines the duties,
responsibilities, and expectations of Auxiliarists as they continue to deliver vital services
and assist the Coast Guard in the 21st century.
The BQC II modules are not intended to replace or supplant the Auxiliary Manual, but
rather serve as a self-paced methodology of study for new members to gain a
comprehensive orientation to the Auxiliary. In the event of any discrepancy, the
Auxiliary Manual is the governing document.
As a new member, you will learn about the rich history and traditions, as well as the
policies, of the Coast Guard and Auxiliary. In fact, we expect the information found in
these modules to be useful to all Auxiliarists, regardless of their experience level. At the
completion of these units, you will be ready to begin your Auxiliary career with a strong
foundation on which to begin your service to your community, your nation, your Coast
Guard and your Coast Guard Auxiliary.
We are pleased to have you on board. Semper Paratus!

Mark Simoni
National Commodore
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Customs, Courtesy, & Protocol
for Auxiliary Units & Auxiliarists
Good Relationships Begin with Respect.
Combine appropriate greeting and appropriate model of address:
 “Good morning, Senior Chief”, “Good afternoon, Mr. Welch”, “Good evening,
Commodore”.
 Greet (and salute, if outside/applicable) the most senior officer present.
When communicating verbally:
 Admirals, Captains, Commanders, Commodores addressed by title.
 All other officers are addressed as “Mr.,” “Ms.,” “Sir,” or “Ma’am”.
 Chief, Senior Chief, Master Chief are all addressed by rank.
 Petty Officers are addressed as “Petty Officer”.
Auxiliarists sometimes communicate more informally.
Always politely and cheerfully return a greeting given to you.

Overview of the Officer Corps
In the Coast Guard, Commissioned Officers in grades O-1 through O-10 are referred to as
Unrestricted Line Officers.
While Line Officers develop specific career paths, they are considered generalists,
serving as leaders in many fields.
Warrant Officers apply their enlisted training, and are considered specialists.
Grade – The position of an officer within the officer corps.; in the Coast Guard, the
grades are divided into four categories.
 Warrant Officers
 Junior Officers
 Senior Officers
 Flag Officers
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Table of Coast Guard Officers

Warrant Officers
Formally addressed as Mr./Ms. or Sir/Ma’am.
Warrant Officers are commissioned officers as well.
They are former enlisted personnel with unique expertise.
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Junior Officers
Formally addressed as Mr./Ms. or Sir/Ma’am
A LTJG may be introduced as “Lieutenant”
A LCDR may be introduced as “Commander”

Senior Officers
Formally addressed by rank
“Commander” or “Captain”

Flag Officers (Admirals)
Formally addressed as “Admiral”
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Determining Seniority
Warrant Officers
 Pictographic insignia worn on the left collar of the shirt, and on the Service Dress
Blue (SDB) sleeves indicates technical specialty.
 Warrant Officer sleeves and shoulder board stripes have blue breaks over the
gold. The “Five Minus Blue Rule” of determining seniority is such that when you
subtract the # of blue breaks from the #5; the result equals the grade.
Line Officers
 The more stripes on the sleeve or shoulder, the more senior the officer.
 If the officer rank device is similar, silver will always outrank gold (for single
bars and oak leaves).

Comparative Officer Ranks
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Auxiliary and Active Duty/Reserve Officers
Active duty and reserve officers are military
personnel, holding command authority in the
form of commissions granted by the President
of the United States.
Auxiliary officers are organizational and
functional leaders, but are elected or appointed
to their positions, not commissioned at a
military rank, and consequently do not hold
military-style command authority.

Coast Guard Auxiliary Officers
Auxiliary officers hold office, perform duties, and wear military style officer insignia, but
they do not hold commissioned military rank.
Auxiliarists wear the insignia of the highest office held.
Auxiliarists are promoted when there is an opening at a higher level to which they are
either elected or appointed.
Staff officers are appointed by a unit leader to perform the unit’s staff duties or lead a
staff program area.
Elected officers are selected by their peers, and are the unit commanders of Flotillas,
Divisions, Sectors, Districts, and the Auxiliary nation-wide.
Auxiliary leadership relies heavily on the ability of the leader to motivate and find
consensus more so than it does on “rank”.
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Auxiliary Officer Insignia
Auxiliary insignia are similar to active duty, with silver shoulder boards, sleeve lace, and
buttons instead of the gold worn by active and reserve Coast Guardsmen.
Staff officers wear a red “A” on officer insignia.
All other officers and members wear a silver “A” on their sleeves and shoulder boards,
and a blue “A” on their metal insignia.

Auxiliary Junior Officers
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Auxiliary Senior Officers

Auxiliary Flag Officers (Commodores)
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Auxiliary Specific Devices

Enlisted Ranks and Grades
The Career Compensation Act of 1949 established uniform pay grades for officers and
enlisted personnel in all military services.
This law requires that the pay in a given grade must be the same, regardless of service.
By and large, ranks and grades in the U.S. military services are direct descendants from
the British structure.
There are nine grades in the enlisted ranks (E-1 to E-9).
There is one ceremonial E-10, who is the Senior Enlisted member in each of the services.
The military services USCG, USN, USMC, USA, and USAF have large enlisted
workforces.
The other uniformed services (USPHS and NOAA Commissioned Corps), and the Coast
Guard Auxiliary, have no enlisted corps.

Nomenclature and Definitions
Officers have a single rate (Ensign, Captain, etc.), but enlisted combine a “rate” and
“rating.” This system applies to the Coast Guard and the Navy, and nomenclature within
the two is similar:
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Rate – A designation that reflects a level of aptitude, training, experience,
knowledge, and skill (Example: Seaman Apprentice-SA, 3rd Class Petty OfficerPO3, Chief Petty Officer-CPO).



Rating – The name given to a specific occupation; requires basic aptitudes related
to the specialty plus training, experience, knowledge, and skills. This system
applies to the Coast Guard and the Navy, and nomenclature within the two is
similar.




USMC, USA, and USAF do not have Petty Officers and Chiefs.
USCG and USN do not have privates or sergeants.

Table of Coast Guard Enlisted Members

Seniority and Mentors
All grades of enlisted personnel are junior to all grades of officers.
From “left to right”, most junior to most senior, the grades run E-1 to E-9, then W-2 to
W-4, then O-1 to O-10. However, the typical (and wise) junior officer understands that
he or she is vastly inexperienced compared to their more technically knowledgeable, but
also less senior Petty Officer or Chief Petty Officer counterparts.
Choose your mentors wisely, and always remember the core value of “Respect”.

Seaman, Fireman, Airman
Regardless the number of slashes, you can distinguish a Seaman, Fireman, and Airman
from one another based on the color of their rating badge.
 Seaman is the basic rate for all E-1 and most E-2 and E-3 personnel.
 Firemen are E-2 or E-3 in the engineering or damage control fields.
 Airmen are E-2 or E-3 in the aviation fields.
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Petty Officers
Formally address as “Petty Officer”
May also be addressed by Rate/Rating, “BM2” or “ME3”

Chief Petty Officers
Formally addressed as Chief Petty Officer, Senior Chief Petty Officer, or Master Chief
Petty Officer
Referred to simply as “Chief,” “Senior Chief,” or “Master Chief” in common written or
verbal communications.

Master Chief Petty Officer of the Coast Guard (MCPOCG)
Each military service has one “E-10” that is the
senior-most enlisted person in that branch of
service.
MCPOCG is the principal advisor to the
Commandant on quality of life, career
development, work environment, and personal
matters affecting enlisted personnel.
Normal tour of assignment is 4 years.
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Enlisted Rating Badges

Rates and Ratings as Abbreviations
E-1 and E-2 will have no rating; most E-3 personnel have no rating either.
Personnel that have not yet earned a rating are collectively referred to as “non-rates.”
E-4 through E-9 Rating designation comes first:
 E-6 … Rating + Rate = Abbreviation … “BM1”
 E-7 … Rating + C = Abbreviation … “BMC”
 E-8 … Rating + CS = Abbreviation … “BMCS”
 E-9 … Rating + CM = Abbreviation … “BMCM”
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Sample USCG Enlisted Ratings
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Customs, Courtesy, and Protocol
Courtesy is proper consideration for the feelings and rights of others.
Protocol is the body of accepted rules of social behavior practiced by thoughtful and
considerate people.
Customs and Protocol practiced in the Auxiliary are a part of ceremonial procedures
that contribute dignity and color to our lives as members of the Coast Guard family.
The Auxiliary, as part of the Coast Guard family, must observe similar customs and
protocols of the naval/sea services as well as the military even though Auxiliarists
are civilians.
Auxiliarists are elected or appointed to positions of leadership not command or
rank.

Acknowledge and Comply
“Yes” and “No” signify acknowledgement or understanding. Examples are:
 “Yes, sir.”
 “No, ma’am.”
 “Yes, Admiral.”
“Aye-aye” signifies that you understand and will comply with a directive or request:
 “Aye-aye, Captain.”
 “Aye-aye, sir.”
These conventions are, like the formal models of address, often relaxed for Auxiliarists
working together – the key is, again, to always be respectful and courteous to everyone
with whom you interact.

Saluting as a Respectful Greeting
Salute when you are outdoors, in uniform, and covered.
You must salute:
 A senior officer of a U.S. uniformed service or officer from a foreign government
recognized by the United States
 A uniformed person who salutes you first
Simple rules to avoid an awkward moment
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Always keep your right hand free—no cigarettes, cell phones, or pockets for
either hand
Salute those appearing to be senior to you (more stars/stripes)
Do not salute someone who is not in uniform
If you are in a work party, allow the work leader to offer the salute while you
carry on; be sure to salute if you are the leader

Be warm and cheerful—remember that saluting is just a respectful greeting exchanged
between those in uniform!

Saluting is Simple…
You are in uniform, outdoors, and under cover. You encounter a senior in uniform. It’s
time to salute.
 Look the senior in the eye with your head and body straight.
 In a fluid motion, raise your right upper arm parallel with the deck and forming an
acute angle with your forearm.
 Lay hand flat with fingers together; finger tips just off brim of cover or eyebrows
(when no brim).
 Slightly angle hand so you can see your palm.
 Offer a proper greeting (“Good evening, Ma’am”, for example).
 Drop your salute when the senior has dropped his or hers.
 Carry on.
Politely greet and return any salute offered to you.
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Proper Saluting Technique

The middle officer is correctly saluting as seen by:
 Head up, looking straight ahead (“Eyes in the boat”);
 Arm and hand straight, thumb together with your hand;
 Fingertips just off the brim of your cover

Saluting the Colors
When colors are sounded in the
morning and afternoon/evening, you
are to:
 Come to attention.
 Face the direction of the flag.
 Hold a salute (if in uniform)
until the end.
 When on a military
installation in a vehicle and
traffic safety permits, stop and
sit at attention, but do not
salute.
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Moving About
Move about quickly, quietly, and without fuss:
 Allow seniors to enter doors and hatches first—clear the passageway so they may
pass, and open a door if necessary.
 When walking abreast to others, keep your immediate senior to your right and
your immediate junior to your lef.t
 When walking and overtaking a senior, come abreast to his/her left, salute and say
“By your leave sir/ma’am”, and drop your salute and pass only when the senior
acknowledges and drops his/her salute.
 When in a group, juniors are an extension of the senior person; they render or
return salutes with the senior person they are with.
 Juniors enter boats and vehicles first so that seniors may exit first—they may have
somewhere important to be afterwards.

“Attention on Deck!”
When a senior officer enters a space occupied only by his/her juniors:
 Come to the position of attention.
 The first person to see the senior enter should call “Attention on Deck” if you are
not alone.
 Wait for the senior to instruct you to carry on.
Senior officers wear three or four full stripes, or stars:
 Active duty or reserve CDR, CAPT, and Admirals.
 Auxiliary DCDR or Deputy Department Chief (and some others in special cases).
Calling “Attention on deck” is not usually the custom for Auxiliarists entering a space,
regardless of how senior in the organization they may be.
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Boarding and Departing a Vessel
When boarding a vessel:
 Turn to face the stern and salute the
National ensign (e.g., the U.S. flag)
.before crossing the brow
 Then salute the officer of the deck and
say “Request permission to come
aboard.”
When departing a vessel:
 Salute the officer of the deck and ask
“Request permission to leave the ship”.
 Then salute the ensign after you have
crossed the brow.

Observe Meal Time Courtesy
Avoid talk of:
 Politics
 Religion
 “Shop” – matters relating to your duties
When in doubt, allow the senior person present to guide conversation.
Remove cover in eating areas, and never lay it on the table.
Avoid sitting at the table until the most senior person at your table is seated.
Do not begin eating until all at the table have been served, nor should you begin until the
senior person has begun.
Avoid leaving the table until the senior person has done so.
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Courtesy in your Correspondence
Informal (e-mail):
 Begin messages with
the proper model of
address;
 Complimentary closing
to seniors is “Very
respectfully,” also
abbreviated “v/r,”
 Complimentary closing
to juniors can be
“Respectfully,” also
abbreviated “r/”.
Consult the Coast Guard
Correspondence Manual COMDTINST M5216.4
(Series)
for details about formal
correspondence (memos,
letters, etc.).

Funeral Services
The family of the deceased governs the extent of Auxiliary participation in funeral
services.
Any Auxiliarist having knowledge of the death of a fellow Auxiliarist should notify the
Flotilla Commander without delay.
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SELF REVIEW
MODULE 7
Task: Customs, Courtesy and Protocol
Ref: Study Guide Basic Qualification (BQ II), Module 7
Performance Criteria: (Note: Pg Number refers to location in text).
1. When communicating verbally, how do you address Admirals, Captains, Commanders, and
Commodores? Pg. 2
2. What is the difference between active duty personnel and Auxiliary members? Pg. 6
3. What is the difference between Auxiliary and active duty insignia? Pg. 5-7
4. What is the difference between USCG active duty commissioned officers, warrant officers,
and enlisted personnel? Pg. 2
5. How are commissioned officers addressed? Pg. 2-4
6. How are warrant officers addressed? Pg. 2-4
7. How are CG enlisted personnel addressed? Pg. 2-4
8. Discuss the significance of the salute and when a salute should be rendered. Pg. 14-16
9. Discuss the procedures to properly salute a senior officer. Pg. 14-16
10. Review and practice the proper saluting technique. Pg. 14-16
11. Describe how to properly render a salute to the colors. Pg. 14-16
12. What do you do if you are in your car and colors are sounded? Pg. 14-16
13. When walking abreast and overtaking a senior officer what should you do? Pg. 17
14. Is it appropriate for junior officers to enter boats and vehicles first? Pg. 17
15. Describe the expected procedure when a senior officer enters a space occupied only by
junior officers. Pg. 17
16. Review and practice the protocol for boarding and departing a vessel. Pg. 18
17. Where can you find information about proper courtesy for correspondence? Pg. 19
18. Review and discuss Auxiliary participation in funeral services and notification of the
appropriate individual regarding the death of an Auxiliarist. Pg. 19

YOU MAY NOW PROCEED TO THE NTC SITE TO TAKE THE BQCS II EXAM FOR MODULE 7
OR CONTINUE TO COMPLETE MORE MODULES BEFORE TAKING THE EXAMS.
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